
Get started

Benefits

The Veritas solution
Veritas NetBackup is a widely-used backup and recovery solution in the enterprise. NetBackup helps you protect all of your data 

regardless of operating system, platform, or application. NetBackup scales to the largest environments and provides a convenient, self-

service experience for users.

Simplify 

One client for all SAP editions

Save 

Deduplicated data can be stored in 

Amazon EBS, or written to Amazon S3 

using Veritas CloudCatalyst

Modernize 

Policy-controlled data movement to 

Amazon Glacier 

Optimize 

No data rehydration, allowing efficient 

movement of copy from disk to cloud

Veritas is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Technology Partner 

Data Management for SAP with Veritas and AWS
Modernize your long-term SAP data retention strategy with Veritas and AWS

Take advantage of the economic and productivity benefits that Veritas data management solutions for SAP offer:

Industry trends & challenges
Enterprises around the world using SAP generate volumes upon volumes of data, and most have requirements to keep that data for 

years, sometimes decades.  Along with those requirements, they have data management requirements regarding data loss protection, 

data availability, regulatory compliance, and data management in the cloud. Effectively managing reams of data, for its duration 
and through all these requirements, means that organizations must have robust SAP data management strategies in place. Data 

management strategies that include Veritas on Amazon Web Services (AWS) help increase efficiencies and drive down data storage 
costs, while effectively mitigating data management concerns.

Organizations running SAP are acutely aware of the amount of data they generate, and the requirements for storing and protecting 

that data. They all face the same obstacles: rising storage costs and data silos, which inhibit business insights across the enterprise.  
These obstacles cost organizations both in real dollars and productivity losses while preventing simple, modern, and optimized data 

management strategies.

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000001HOZYgIAP&source=Solution%20Space


About AWS: For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 100 services for compute, storage, databases, analytics, mobile, 
Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 49 Availability Zones (AZs) across 18 geographic 
Regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. AWS services are trusted 

by more than a million active customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest 

enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile,  

and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.
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Solution overview

How it works
Veritas and AWS help organizations running SAP address concerns with data migration and recovery, long-term retention, and workload 

protection. The Veritas solution on AWS delivers enterprise-class data protection with support for multiple storage formats, ease of 

management, and data resiliency. Veritas solutions allow for data to be stored in optimized formats on AWS and further optimize data 

transfer to AWS, effectively minimizing storage consumption costs for our customers.

Getting started
Interested in learning more? Reach out to the data management experts at Veritas to discuss your current implementation, take 

advantage of NetBackup trial licenses, and learn ways to modernize your SAP data management strategy.

Contact AWS and Veritas
Veritas offering on Solution Space

Key features
SAP Workload Protection on AWS

 ■ Amazon Machine Image (AMI) deployment for quick set up and configuration
 ■ Optimized data transfer to accelerate protection and reduce writes

 ■ Complete images can be moved to Amazon Glacier

 ■ Simplified protection of multiple SAP deployment types with a single agent

SAP Multi-Region Protection and Disaster Recovery on AWS
 ■ One client for all SAP editions

 ■ Built in resiliency and disaster recovery

 ■ Refresh test and development SAP infrastructures on demand

 ■ Mix and match data retentions in the same platform

Veritas on AWS
Veritas solutions work on AWS to meet your SAP data management requirements. This includes 

protecting SAP workloads on AWS, storing your SAP data as long as required on AWS, or implementing 

migration and recovery strategies to AWS. Take advantage of the reduced costs and increased operational 

efficiencies associated with moving SAP to AWS using Veritas.

Solution Space
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business needs with AWS and APN Partners that have 

attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are based on architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of 

AWS services and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators like AWS Quick Starts, and feature 

optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.

Click here to get started with this Solution Space offering

http://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/data-management-for-sap-with-veritas-and-aws/
http://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/data-management-for-sap-with-veritas-and-aws/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000001HOZYgIAP&source=Solution%20Space



